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Abstra t
We address the following issue: given a word w 2 A and a set of n nonempty words
X , how to determine eÆ iently whether w 2 X  or not? We dis uss several methods
in luding an O(r  jwj + jX j) algorithm for this problem where r  n is the length
of a longest suÆx hain of X and jX j is the sum of the lengths of words in X . We
also onsider the more general problem of providing all the de ompositions of w in
words of X .
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1 Introdu tion

The omplexity of algorithms related to nite automata and regular expressions is well-known in general. In this arti le, we fo us on a parti ular problem,
namely the omplexity of parsing a regular language of the form Y = X  where
X is a nite set of nonempty words. This type of language o urs often in the
appli ations, when X is a di tionary and Y is the set of texts obtained by
arbitrary on atenations of strings from this di tionary. The time and spa e
omplexity an be an important issue in su h appli ations sin e the di tionaries used for natural languages an ontain up to several million words.
As a onsequen e of general onstru tions from automata theory, any regular
language an be parsed in time proportional to the produ t of the size of the
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regular expression by the length of the input word. This just amounts to simulating a nondeterministi automaton built in a standard way from the regular
expression. Using a deterministi automaton produ es a linear-time algorithm
after ompleting a determinization algorithm whi h may itself be exponential.
Our main result here is an algorithm allowing to parse a regular language
of the form X , with X nite, in time O(r  jwj + jX j) with r the length
of a longest suÆx hain in X , w the input word and jX j the sum of the
lengths of words in X (Se tions 4 and 5). The quantity r depending only on
the set X is upper-bounded by Card(X ). This algorithm allows to get all the
de ompositions of the input word in words of X . We also dis uss some further
problems on the automata related to regular expressions of this type (Se tion
3).
The motivation of our study is in the work of S hutzenberger on this type
of languages. He has shown that although the size of the automaton depends
on the length of the words in X , several synta ti parameters depend only
on the ardinality of X (see [1℄). One of them is linked with the number
of interpretations of a word in words of X , and is related with the problem
onsidered here.
A similar yet unsolved problem is the omplexity of the problem of unambiguity of the expression X , i.e. of the problem of testing whether
X is a ode.
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The standard algorithm [2℄ gives a quadrati omplexity O(jX j ) where jX j is
the total length of the words of X . It was lowered later to O(Card(X )  jX j)
by various authors [3{6℄. However it is not known whether there exists a linear
algorithm (see [7℄).
2 Preliminaries and notations

For a more omplete des ription of automata and fundamentals of formal
languages, the reader is referred to [8{10℄ and to [11℄ in parti ular for a re ent
overview on re ognizable languages in free monoids.
Let A be a nite alphabet. We denote by " the empty word and by A (resp.
A+ ) the set of nite words (resp. nonempty nite words) on A. For a word
w 2 A , we denote by jw j the length of w , by w [j ℄ for 0  j < jw j the letter
of index j in w, and by w[j::k℄ = w[j ℄w[j + 1℄    w[k℄. For any de omposition
w = uv with u; v 2 A we say that u and v are respe tively a pre x and a
suÆx of w. The suÆx v is said to be proper if v 6= w.
For a nite set X of words on A, we denote by Pref (X ) and Su (X ) the
set of pre xes and suÆxes of the words of X respe tively, by Card(X ) the
2

ardinality of X and by jX j the sum of the lengths of words of X , that is
X
jX j = jxj:
x2X

We denote a nondeterministi nite automaton over the alphabet A by A =
(Q; Æ; i; T ) where Q is the set of states, i 2 Q is the initial state, T  Q is the
set of terminal states and Æ is the transition fun tion. We use ℄A to denote
the number of states of A. We abbreviate by NFA a nondeterministi nite
automaton and by DFA a deterministi nite automaton.
3 Using deterministi automata

Before presenting our algorithm, we examine what would be the lassi al approa h to he k if a word w is in X . A natural idea is to build an automaton
for X . We onsider the following pro ess: (i) build a nite automaton for X ,
(ii) modify this automaton to a ept X  (doing so, we usually get an NFA),
and (iii) nally get a DFA after a lassi al determinization pro edure. An
optional fourth step ould be to minimize the resulting automaton.
X . First we onsider three simple
ways of building an automaton for a nite set of words X .

Automata for a nite set of words

(1) The \solar" automaton SX whi h is obtained as follows: we build one
automaton per word x 2 X with jxj + 1 states and merge all the initial
states (see Fig. 1). Note that this NFA is a tree with root i and that
℄SX = jX j + 1.
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Fig. 1. The solar NFA SX (left), the tree DFA
MX for X = faa; ab; bb; aba; abbg.
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TX (middle) and the minimal DFA

(2) The tree automaton TX (see Fig. 1): this is a tree whi h olle ts words
sharing a ommon pre x. In terms of automata, the set of states orresponds to the set of pre xes and we have

TX = (Q = Pref (X ); Æ; i = "; T = X )
with Æ(p; a) = pa if p; pa 2 Pref (X ) and a 2 A. This DFA has ℄TX =
Card(Pref (X )) states.
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Fig. 2. The ower automaton
= faa; ab; bb; aba; abbg.
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merge (SX ) (left) and the NFA star (TX ) (right) for

(3) The minimal automaton MX (see Fig. 1). Given the set X a more elaborate method is to build the minimal DFA MX re ognizing X . For instan e
one an apply a minimization algorithm to the tree automata TX in linear
time with respe t to jX j [12℄. Of ourse MX is not ne essary a tree.
A straightforward way to build an NFA
re ognizing the language from an automaton A = (Q; Æ; i; T ) re ognizing
X is to add "-transitions from ea h nal state of T to the initial state i. We
denote this automaton by star (A) (see Fig. 2). To save a little more spa e, we
also merge all the terminal states without outgoing transitions with the initial
state: this yields an automaton merge (A). Doing so with the solar automaton
SX , we obtain merge (SX ) the lassi al ower automaton of X  (see Fig. 2).

Automata for the language X  .
X

Applying the lassi al powerset onstru tion to one of the previous automata
a epting X , we obtain a DFA for X .
Note that the determinization pro edure gives the same result either starting
from star (SX ) or from star (TX ), due to their tree-like stru tures. The same is
true with merge instead of star .
In general, for an NFA A, the determinization pro edure builds a DFA whose
number of states is trivially bounded by 2℄A . However, when we onsider the
parti ular ase of X  with X nite, ould an exponential blow-up really happen? The following example shows that the answer is positive.
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Example 1 Let us onsider X = Ak a + b with k > 0. It is easy to give an
NFA for X  with k +1 states (see Fig. 3). The determinization leads to a DFA
with (2k ) states.
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Fig. 3. An NFA for X  with the set X = Ak a + b (k = 5) of Example 1.

Another question is to nd if we an relate the number of states of a DFA for
2
X  to jX j. Until re ently, it was thought that it ould not ex eed (jX j ),
a bound whi h was shown to be rea hable in [13℄, as stated in the following
example.
Example 2 For an integer h > 1, take X = fah 1 ; ah g. The tree DFA TX
and the minimal DFA MX are the same and have h + 1 = (jX j) states. The
minimal DFA for X  has (jX j2 ) states (see [13℄).
J. Shallit showed in [14℄ with the following example that an exponential blowup is also possible.
Example 3 Let h  3 and let
X = fbg [ fai bah i 1 j1  i  h 2g [ fbah 2 bg:
The minimal DFA a epting X  has exa tly 3(h 1)2h 3 + 2h 2 states [14℄.
Note that the size is exponential of order (h2h) whereas Card(X ) = (h)
and jX j = (h2 ).
The problem of nding a tight upper bound for the number of states of the
minimal DFA for X  in terms of the total length jX j is alled by this author
[14℄ the non- ommutative Frobenius problem.
The number of states of the minimal automata obtained
for the family of
1=2
h
sets used in Example 3 is (h2 ) where h = (jX j ). A priori, the upper
bound for a DFA obtained by determinization of a NFA for X  with (jX j)
states is (2jX j). Experiments performed on the family of Example 3 show that
the DFA obtained by determinization (before minimization) has also (h2h)
states, and not (2h ). We do not know in general whether
(i) it is possible that the minimal DFA for X  has (2jX j) states;
2
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(ii) it is possible that the DFA obtained by determinization has (2jX j) states.
A way to avoid the determinization step would be to simulate the determinized automaton while parsing the word w. Given a NFA A a epting the language X  with X a nite
set of words, this gives an algorithm of time omplexity O(℄A  jwj) and the
spa e required to simulate the determinization pro ess is ℄A. Sin e the number of states of the NFA an be of order O(jX j), this approa h gives a time
omplexity O(jX j jwj) in the worst ase. As an example of su h a situation,
we have the set X = fak b; ag with k > 0.

Simulating the determinization pro ess.

4 Using string mat hing ma hines

The methods dis ussed in the previous se tion do not lead to an optimal
algorithm in O(jwj). Indeed, either we use a DFA and we fa e a omputation
whi h an be exponential in jX j or we simulate the DFA and we obtain an
algorithm in O(jX j  jwj). We now onsider a di erent approa h whi h leads
to a lower omplexity.
Another advantage of the proposed approa h is to possibly solve a more general
problem. Indeed, we may be interested in obtaining the set of all de ompositions of the input word over X . This annot be a hieved using a DFA a epting
X  given for instan e by the methods des ribed in the previous se tion.
Let X = fx0; : : : ; xn 1 g be a set of n words of A+. We present in this se tion
an algorithm, using lassi pattern mat hing te hniques, whi h gives all the
X -de ompositions of w (the de ompositions of w as on atenations of words
of X ). Then we derive a membership test for X  in O(Card(X )  jwj) time
omplexity. In the next se tion, we shall study a further improvement of this
algorithm.
4.1 De ompositions

The following remark is the basis of our algorithm. An X -de omposition of w
is always the extension of an X -de omposition of a pre x of w.
We onsider the pre x w[0::i℄ of length i + 1 of w. The word w[0::i℄ admits
an X -de omposition ending with a word x` if and only if w[0::i℄ = f x` for a
word f in X . In other terms, w[0::i℄ admits an X -de omposition ending with
x` if and only if x` is a suÆx of w [0::i℄ and w [0::i jx` j℄ 2 X  . We obtain all
6

the X -de ompositions of w[0::i℄ by examining all the words of X whi h are
suÆxes of w[0::i℄ and whi h extend a previous X -de omposition. Of ourse,
when w[0::i℄ = w, we get all the X -de ompositions of w.
So the idea of the algorithm is the following: build, for ea h word x` 2 X , a
deterministi automaton A` a epting the language Ax` and use an auxiliary
array D of size jwj su h that
D [i℄ = f` 2 [0::n 1℄ j w [0::i℄ 2 X  x` g:
Then testing if w[0::i℄ ends by the word x` is equivalent to he king that
the automaton A` is in a terminal state after reading w[0::i℄. Also testing if
w [0::i jx` j℄ 2 X  is equivalent to he king that D [i jx` j℄ 6= ;.
In the following algorithm, the input word w is read simultaneously by all the n
automata, letter by letter, from left to right. We use, for te hni al onvenien e,
an additional element D[ 1℄ initialized to an arbitrary non-empty set (for
instan e f1g) meaning that the pre x " of w is always in X . At the end of
the s anning of w, provided D[jwj 1℄ 6= ;, we an pro ess the array D from
the end to the beginning and re over all the X -de ompositions for instan e
with a re ursive pro edure like PrintAllDe ompositions() (see below).
For ea h word x` 2 X , the automaton A` onsidered here is the minimal
automaton whi h re ognizes the language A x`. This automaton is de ned by
A` = (Q` = Pref (x`); Æ`; i` = "; t` = x` ) where the transition fun tion Æ` is
de ned, for p 2 Pref (X ) and a 2 A, by
Æ` (p; a) = the longest suÆx of pa whi h belongs to Pref (x` ):
We use these prin iples in the following algorithm.
IsDe omposedAll(w; X = fx0 ; : : : ; xn 1 g)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Prepro essing step
for ` 0 to n 1 do

.

.

A`

AutomatonFromWord(x`)

Main loop
0 to n 1 do
. p` is the urrent state of the automaton

for `

p`

i`

f1g
for i 0 to jwj
D [i℄
;

D[

1℄

for `

return D

1 do

0 to n 1 do
p`
Æ` (p` ; w[i℄)
if p` = t` and D[i jx`j℄ 6= ; then
D [i℄
D [i℄ [ f`g
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A` .

The algorithm returns an array of size O(Card(X )  jwj). The prepro essing
step whi h builds automata requires a time O(jX j) and a spa e O(jX j 
Card(A)) (or O(jX j) if automata are represented with the help of a failure
fun tion as usually made in stringology [15,16℄).
Note that we do not need to build all the automata A` in the prepro essing
step. We an also hoose to onstru t in a lazy way the a essible part of the
automata ( orresponding for ea h automaton A` to the pre xes of x` o urring
in w) along the pro essing of the input word w. For the sake of larity, we
have hosen to distinguish the prepro essing step from the rest. In view of this
remark, we ould omit the omplexity O(jX j) of the prepro essing step in the
following proposition.
Proposition 4 The time and spa e omplexity of the algorithm
posedAll() is O (Card(X )  jw j + jX j).

IsDe om-

Given the array D omputed by the pro edure IsDe omposedAll() for a
word w, it is quite straightforward to print all the de ompositions of w thanks
to the following two pro edures:
PrintAllDe ompositions(w; X = fx0 ; : : : ; xn 1 g)
1 D IsDe omposedAll(w; X )
2
3

L

emptyList

Re PrintAllDe ompositions(D; jwj

1; L)

Re PrintAllDe ompositions(D; h; L)
1
2
3
4

if h = 1 then
Print(L)
else for j 2 D[h℄ do

Re PrintAllDe ompositions(D; h jxj j; xj  L)

For a word w belonging to X  the pro edure PrintAllDe ompositions()
prints every X -de omposition of w in the form xi  xi    xip .
If we want only one X -de omposition of w, it suÆ es to store in D[i℄ only one
word x of X orresponding to an X -de omposition of w[0::i℄ ending with this
x. The spa e required for the array then be omes O (jw j).
0

1

4.2 Membership test

When we are only interested in testing the membership of w in X , we an
simply use a Boolean array D setting D[i℄ = true if and only if there exists
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2 X su h that w[0::i℄ 2 X  x. Moreover, it suÆ es to use a ir ular Boolean
array D[0::k℄ with k = maxx2X jxj (instead of jwj + 1), and ompute indexes
in this array modulo k +1 (whi h means that for m 2 Z, one has D[m℄ = D[r℄
with 0  r < k +1 and m = r mod (k +1)). This yields the following algorithm.

x

Membership(w; X = fx0 ; : : : ; xn 1g)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Prepro essing step
for ` 0 to n 1 do

.

.

AutomatonFromWord(x`)

A`

Main loop
0 to n 1 do
. p` is the urrent state of the automaton

for `
D[

p`

1℄

for i

i`

A` .

true

0 to jwj 1 do
false
for 0 to n 1 do
p`
Æ` (p` ; w[i℄)
`
0
do if (p` = t` and D[i jx`j℄ = true) then
D [i℄
true
`
`+1
while (` < n and D[i℄ = false)
return D[jwj 1℄
D [i℄
`

We an easily modify the algorithm while preserving the same omplexity by
exiting whenever all the elements of the array D from 0 to k are equal to false.
In this ase, w 62 X .
The following proposition gives the omplexity of the above algorithm.
Proposition 5 The time omplexity of the algorithm Membership() is O(Card(X )
jwj + jX j).
The analysis of the spa e omplexity shows that, ex ept for the prepro essing
step, the algorithm needs only O(maxx2X jxj) additional spa e. In parti ular,
the spa e omplexity is independent of the length of the input word.
5 String mat hing automaton

In the pre eding se tion, we used for ea h word x` 2 X a distin t automaton
A` orresponding to A x`. To get a more eÆ ient algorithm, we resort in this
se tion to the well-known Aho-Corasi k algorithm [17℄ whi h builds from a
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nite set of words X a deterministi omplete automaton (not ne essarily
minimal) AX re ognizing the language AX . This automaton is the basis of
many eÆ ient algorithms on string mat hing problems and is often alled
the string mat hing automaton. It is a generalization of the automaton A`
asso iated to a single word. Let us brie y re all its onstru tion. We let AX =
(Pref (X ); Æ; "; Pref (X ) \ AX ) be the automaton where the set of states is
Pref (X ), the initial state is ", the set of nal states is Pref (X ) \ A X and
the transition fun tion Æ is de ned by
Æ (p; a) = the longest suÆx of pa whi h belongs to Pref (X ):
We asso iate to ea h word u 2 A , u 6= ", the word Border X (u), or simply
Border (u) when there is no ambiguity, de ned by
Border (u) = the longest proper suÆx of u whi h belongs to Pref (X ):
The automaton AX an be easily built from the tree TX ( f. the se tion 3) of
X by a breadth- rst exploration and using the Border fun tion. Indeed, one
has
8
>> pa
if pa 2 Pref (X )
><
Æ (p; a) = Æ (Border (p); a) if p 6= " and pa 62 Pref (X )
>>
>: "
otherwise
A state p is terminal for AX if p is a word of X (i.e. p is terminal in the tree
TX of X ) or if a proper suÆx of p is a word of X . The automaton AX an be
built in time and spa e omplexity O(jX j) if we use the fun tion Border as a
failure fun tion (see [15,16℄ for implementation details).
We will say, for simpli ity, that a state of the automaton is marked if it orresponds to a word of X and not marked otherwise. A major di eren e indu ed
by the Aho-Corasi k automaton is that a terminal state p, marked or not, orresponds to an ordered set Su (p) \ X of suÆxes of p. The order onsidered is
given by the suÆx relation su where u su v means that v is a proper suÆx
of u. We denote by SuÆxChain (p) the sequen e of words in Su (p) \ X ordered by this relation. To nd easily the words of SuÆxChain (p), we asso iate
to ea h terminal state p of AX the state
SuÆxLink (p) = the longest proper suÆx of p whi h belongs to X .
Thus we have
8
>> Border (p)
if Border (p) 2 X
><
SuÆxLink (p) = > SuÆxLink (Border (p)) if Border (p) 62 X and Border (p) 6= "
>>
: unde ned
otherwise
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Sin e SuÆxLink (p) is omputed in time O(jpj), the prepro essing an be done
in time and spa e omplexity O(jX j), i.e. the omplexity of Aho-Corasi k
algorithm.
To de ide whether an input word w belongs to X  or not (and get eventually
its X -de ompositions), we use the same te hnique as in the previous se tion,
onsidering this time the automaton AX (instead of the n automata A`).
The immediate advantage is that ea h letter of the word w is read only on e
(meaning that only one transition is made in the automaton) whereas ea h
letter was read n times before (one per automaton A`).
Let us suppose that for the urrent pre x w[0::i℄ of w, the automaton AX ends
in a terminal state p. This means that w[0::i℄ = f p with f 2 A and p the
longest suÆx of w[0::i℄ in Pref (X ) \ AX . Consequently, w[0::i℄ 2 X  if and
only if w[0::i jxj℄ 2 X  for at least one word x of SuÆxChain (p). This is
easily he ked using the marking of terminal states (whether they orrespond
exa tly to a word of X or not), the fun tion SuÆxLink (p) and the array D
(whi h plays exa tly the same role as in the previous se tion).
This yields our main result, stated in the following proposition.
Proposition 6 Let X be a nite set of words on A. The membership test of
a word w in X  an be done in time O(r  jwj + jX j) where r is the maximal
length of the suÆx hains in X .

The spa e omplexity in ludes O(jX j) for the prepro essing step (building the
Aho-Corasi k automaton) and O(maxx2X jxj) for the rest of the algorithm.
If X is a suÆx ode, the omplexity, ex ept for the prepro essing step, be omes
O (jw j) whi h is optimal, whereas the worst ase happens when all words are
suÆxes of one another giving the same omplexity O(Card(X )  jwj) as in
the previous se tion. Note also that in the parti ular ase where X is a pre x
ode, it is easy to solve the membership problem for X  in an optimal time
O (jw j) after a O (jX j) prepro essing step.
Example 7 Let X = fa2 ; a4 b; a3 ba; a2 b; abg. For the word w = a5 b, it is neessary to follow the suÆx hain SuÆxChain (a4 b) = (a4 b; a2 b; ab) sin e after
parsing w the automaton is in the state orresponding to a4 b and the unique
X -de omposition is a5 b = a2  a2  ab. Figure 4 shows the tree TX (left), the
automaton AX with the links representing the failure fun tion Border (middle)
and the SuÆxLink representing the suÆx hains (right) to add to the AhoCorasi k automaton.

We thank the referee for pointing us the referen e to
J. Shallit's [14℄ used in Example 3. The style for algorithms is
from
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Fig. 4. For the set X = fa2 ; a4 b; a3 ba; a2 b; abg of example 7: Tree TX (left),
Aho-Corasi k automaton with links Border (middle) and the new links SuÆxLink
(right) to add to the Aho-Corasi k automaton.

[16℄ and automata are drawn thanks to
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